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Abstract
Objectives—Gene-environment correlations result in different genotypes exposed to different
environments, causing difficulties in interpreting environmental effects in environmental and
gene-environment interaction studies. This paper explores how gene-environment correlations can
result in endogenous models, how natural experiments can protect against this threat, and if
unbiased estimates from natural experiments are generalizable to other contexts.
Methods—We compare a natural experiment, the College Roommate Study, which measured
genes and behaviors of college students and their randomly assigned roommates, to observational
data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health. We predict exposure to
exercising peers using genetic markers and estimate environmental effects on alcohol
consumption. A mixed linear model estimated alcohol consumption variance attributable to
genetic markers, across peer environments.
Results—Peer exercise environment is associated with respondent genotype in observational
data, but not in the natural experiment. The effects of peer drinking and presence of a general
gene-environment interaction are similar between datasets.
Conclusions—Natural experiments, like random roommate assignment, can protect against
potential bias introduced by gene-environment correlations. When combined with representative
observational data, unbiased and generalizable causal effects can be estimated.
Introduction
Understanding health outcomes increasingly requires attention to both genetic and
environmental factors 1. Despite attention to gene and environment interplay in the creation
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of health, public health has insufficiently examined the implications of pre-existing
associations between genes and environments, known as gene-environment correlations.
A gene-environment correlation (rGE) exists when an individual’s genotype conditions his
or her environmental exposure2,3. Figure 1 diagrams a basic gene-environment correlation.
While both genes and putative environments (G and E respectively) contribute to the
outcome, the depicted environment depends in part on the genotype (rGE line). Such an
association can arise many ways 3,4: through natural selection 5–7, as parents pass both genes
and behaviors to their children 8,9, as an environment is created in response to
genotype 10,11, or as genotype leads an individual to select into an environment 12–14. We
can envision such a gene-environment correlation in the case of obesity. Physical activity is
an important predictor of obesity status 15. Though no specific genes have been identified,
heritability estimates from family studies suggest that genetic markers may predispose
engagement in physical activity16–18. In this case, genetic markers predict the individual’s
physical activity, similar to Figure 1. This creates an association between genes (alleles
predictive of physical activity) and environment (level of physical activity); alleles
responsible for low physical activity will be found in environments characterized by low
levels of exercise, and vice versa.
Gene-environment correlations threaten causal understanding. By not addressing existing
gene-environment correlations, we incorrectly estimate relationships between variables. In
health research, this failure can lead to misinformed policy and poorly targeted
interventions. In the obesity example above, the existence of a gene-environment correlation
could mislead obesity intervention. Increasing physical activity is one possible intervention
for reducing obesity. However, individuals genetically predisposed to low levels of physical
activity are not likely to be compliant with such a program. Those without these genetic
markers, who were already more active, would be left in the exercise study. With only
previously active individuals left in the study, the effect of physical activity would appear to
be lower than it is in actuality. In this case, exercise’s efficacy is overshadowed by the
systematic noncompliance by those genetically predisposed to low levels of physical
activity.
Ignored gene-environment correlations yield biased estimates of environmental or genetic
effects. Even when genes are not examined, gene-environment correlations can bias
estimates of environmental effects 19. Simulation studies suggest even weak correlation
between genes and environments can lead to incorrect estimates of genetic or environmental
effects20,21 and such correlations have been found in a numerous outcomes22–26.
Gene-environment correlations also confound identification of gene-environment
interactions (GxE) and gene-gene interactions (GxG). A gene-environment interaction
occurs when the effect of a gene varies across environments. Gene-environment correlations
can derail identification of gene-environment interactions by increasing Type 1 error in
case-only designs 20,27 or violating necessary independence assumptions of environment and
genes in case-control designs 28. Gene-environment correlations also threaten identification
of gene-gene interactions, or phenotype resulting from multiple genes acting in concert. In
phenotypes dependent on multiple genetic alleles, the association of one gene with an
environment could lead to incorrectly identifying a gene-environment rather than gene-gene
interaction.
Jaffee and Price 29 provide a comprehensive review of current knowledge regarding gene-
environment correlations. They outline the nature, origin, evidence, and recommendations
for identifying gene-environment correlations. To this existing framework we add an
unexplored interpretation of gene-environment correlations- unaddressed gene-environment
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correlations create endogenous models. Solutions to endogenous models, like natural
experiments, can be applied to gene-environment correlations to reduce the threat they pose
to causal reasoning. By comparing estimates from natural experiments to those from
observational data sets, we can better uncover causal relationships and maintain
generalizability.
Endogenous models result when predictors are defined within the system; the hypothesized
causal relationship is confounded by other relationships between variables. More
technically, endogeneity arises when the independent variable is correlated with the model’s
error term 30. In regression modeling, any factor (e.g. gene or environment) not explicitly
included in the model specification remains in the error term. Endogeneity concerns all areas
of health research as it threatens unbiased effect estimation. Gene-environment correlations
can similarly confound causal relationships. When there is a gene-environment correlation,
predicting health outcomes without both correctly and sufficiently measured environment
and genotype leaves the omitted factor a part of the error term. With a correlation between
gene and environment, the error is then correlated with the independent variable. Thus,
unacknowledged gene-environment correlations create endogenous models.
To illustrate this threat, consider the effect of parental divorce on child health. Changes in
the family environment, like marital dissolution, could lead a child to develop attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Perhaps this causal relationship works the opposite
direction though, with the presence of a hyperactive child increasing the likelihood of
parental divorce. This competing explanation creates an endogenous model. Consequently,
the estimated effect of divorce on ADHD diagnosis will be overstated. An endogenous
model also results from an overlooked gene-environment correlation 31. Variants of one
dopamine receptor related gene (DRD2) are associated with both relationship trouble and
higher incidence of ADHD. Mothers and children share genetic markers, so mothers with
this genetic variant predisposing them to relationship trouble will likely have children with
the same variants predisposed to ADHD. In this passive gene-environment correlation, the
mother has passed both a genetic propensity for ADHD and the divorce environment to the
child. Neglecting the correlation between this allele and environmental exposure, the model
is endogenous. As with reverse causation above, this gene-environment correlation leads the
estimated effect of divorce on ADHD development to be overstated.
To guard against threats to causal reasoning, we must address gene-environment
correlations. Previous work on gene-environment correlations has not explicitly taken
advantage of the research heritage of endogeneity. Since gene-environment correlations can
produce endogenous models, we can use solutions previously proposed in that general
context. These methods can be broadly categorized as analytic tools (e.g., fixed effects and
instrumental variables) or research designs. Both approaches seek to isolate environmental
effects from genetic dependency. Analytic approaches are easy to apply, but rely on possibly
untenable assumptions. Design solutions, like experiments, prevent these associations from
existing in the data but limit generalizability.
Analytic corrections are common responses to the potential presence of gene-environment
correlations in observational data. A multi-step modeling process is often employed to
protect against gene-environment correlation32–34. By controlling for genes that predict
exposure to an environment, the environmental variance is restricted to that unaffected by
gene-environment correlation. However, in using a small subset of genetic markers to
predict the environment of interest, we risk overlooking other genetic factors predictive of
environmental exposure. With few genetic markers included, this approach does not offer
general protection against gene-environment correlation; findings are still at the mercy of
unobserved heterogeneity.
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Natural experiments, as a design solution, can address endogenous models. While random
experiments are widely considered the gold standard for causal examination, ethical and
practical considerations limit their use in uncovering genetic and environmental effects 35.
In contrast, natural experiments take advantage of externally imposed phenomena to
approximate random assignment without these limitations 36. Natural experiments, like the
Dutch Hunger Winter 37 or the Moving to Opportunity Study 38, have previously allowed
estimation of causal processes in otherwise endogenous model systems. Twin or adoption
studies are natural experiments historically used to examine genes and environments 35, but
these designs are constrained by case availability.
Natural experiments allow unbiased estimation in the face of gene-environment
correlations 19. If an environment is truly applied at random, concerns that genetic factors
influence environmental exposure are alleviated. In the ADHD example, a natural
experiment would use external disruption of the parental marriage, as in the historic
invalidation of common-law marriages by many American states or forced separation of
cross-racial marriages. Since the parents’ separation is an external event, neither the child’s
health nor DRD2 genotype is responsible. In the obesity gene-environment correlation, a
natural experiment could take advantage of mandatory physical activity in schools. As
exercise is externally mandated, genotype cannot condition an individual’s physical activity
environment, preventing any gene-environment correlation. Unlike an observational survey,
this natural experiment captures the actual effect of exercise on obesity, not just the effect
for those already physically active.
Despite this strength, natural experiments must contend with the generalizability of findings.
The unique nature of an external randomization means results may be due to contextual
idiosyncrasy. While in-school physical education can demonstrate the effect of physical
activity on obesity, whether older individuals would accrue the same benefits as school
children or if different physical activities would similarly reduce obesity is uncertain.
Comparison to more representative data sources is required to assess the external validity of
natural experiment findings. Observational data from nationally representative sources, like
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys or the National Longitudinal Study
of Adolescent Health, allow population estimation of obesity rates and predictors, but with
the aforementioned causal uncertainty. Agreement of natural experiment and representative
observations provides evidence that population estimates are likely unbiased by gene-
environment correlations.
This paper will showcase the potential for natural experiments to estimate environmental
effects unbiased by gene-environment correlations. We will compare experimental data to
observational data commonly used to estimate genetic and environmental effects on health.
Our analysis consists of three comparisons of observational and experimental data: first, we
examine both data sources for evidence of gene-environment correlations, second we
explore whether potential gene-environment correlations create bias in estimates of
environmental effects, and finally, we test the consequences of gene-environment
correlations on estimation of gene-environment interaction. We summarize with a discussion
on the use of experiments in public health research to combat gene-environment
correlations.
Methods
Our analysis draws on two data sets: one observational and one a natural experiment. Our
experimental data comes from the College Roommate Study (henceforth ROOM) 39. This
study draws a sample of students from a prestigious, southern public university in 2008.
Incoming students entering the roommate lottery are randomly assigned a first-year
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roommate. This study collected information about current and past behaviors, as well as
genetic markers, from each member of the roommate group. 384 candidate single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were genotyped, including ancestral informative markers. We
remove from the sample individuals with multiple roommates and those who reported
smoking to the university as this behavior was an assignment criterion for roommate pairing.
As a comparison, we use observational data from the National Longitudinal Study of
Adolescent Health (Add Health) study, a nationally representative sample of adolescents
obtained from surveys of middle and high school students collected in 1994–1995 40. In in-
school interviews, students provided basic information about themselves, including
nominating up to five male and five female friends. Selected respondents were contacted for
in-home interviews and then subsequently re-contacted for future waves of data collection.
In the third wave of data collection, individuals in the family subsample were genotyped. As
part of a supplemental study, 1,536 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from
behaviorally linked genes and ancestral informative markers were genotyped.
These two data sets provide examples of two research designs as we study the influence of
the peer environment. In Add Health, respondents nominate their friends, allowing selective
mechanisms to potentially create associations between respondent genotypes and peer
environment. In contrast, peers (roommates) in the ROOM study were randomly assigned to
individuals, preventing selection into a specific peer environment.
First, we test for the presence of a gene-environment correlation in the context of physical
activity. Traditionally, researchers might envision a respondent’s physical activity as
In this theoretical model, there are two independent influences on a respondent’s physical
activity: the effect of genes on physical activity (genetic effect) and the effect of a peer’s
physical activity on a respondent’s behavior (environmental effect). Correctly estimating
these effects requires respondent’s genes and peer environment to be uncorrelated. In an
ideal case (randomized experiment), there would be no correlation between these two
influences. Otherwise, a correlation between these predictors can inflate standard errors of
the estimated coefficients, obscuring the effects on respondent’s physical activity. An
association between the respondent’s genetic markers and peer environment is a gene-
environment correlation. Rearranging the above conceptual equation to
allows us to directly observe this correlation. A significant association between a peer’s
physical activity and the respondent’s genotype, a non-zero β3, indicates a gene-environment
correlation. Our first model tests for this relationship by estimating the association between
a respondent’s FTO genotype and exposure to a physically active peer environment in both
datasets using logistic regression. We focus on the FTO gene, a gene implicated in
overeating and weight gain41, and use all SNPs from this gene that were available in both
studies. To isolate a correlation between the peer environment and the respondent genotype,
we control for competing explanations of the association. To address population
stratification of genetic markers, we control for race using ancestral informative markers42,
162 from ROOM and 121 in Add Health. We control for respondent physical activity
frequency to remove behavioral homophily. Physical activity is measured as high school
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physical activity sessions per month in the Roommate Study and days per week with
physical activity in the Add Health study. These models address response clustering-ROOM
at the dorm room level and Add Health at the individual and family levels.
Second, we explore whether potential gene-environment correlations bias estimation of
environmental effects by comparing estimates of the effect of peer environment on
respondent’s alcohol consumption from the Add Health and Roommate Study. A common
example used in the gene-environment correlation literature has been the problem of active
gene-environment correlation with regard to alcohol in the peer environment. On the basis
of genetic markers, predisposed individuals are believed more likely to select peers that
engage in delinquent behavior such as crime, smoking, drinking or other controlled
substances 13,43,44. We estimate linear regressions predicting respondent’s alcohol
consumption using friend prior drinking behavior, controlling for respondent’s prior alcohol
consumption, sex, age, race, grades, family income, parental education, and dorm or school
alcohol use. Friend’s prior drinking is measured as roommate’s high school drinking
frequency in the ROOM study and nominated friend’s report of drinking frequency in the
previous wave of data collection in the Add Health study.
Third, we test the consequences of gene-environment correlation on gene-environment
interactions using a mixed linear model and comparing the genetic influence between peer
environments across the datasets. To protect against well-known limitations of genome wide
association studies (GWAS), namely difficulty identifying relevant genetic markers and
replicating identified genetic effects, the mixed linear model considers the effects, even
minimal, of all SNPs taken together 45, rather than focusing on specific SNPs. This method
has been previously used to locate “missing” heritability of height 46, the proportion of
height explained by all genetic variants, rather than those specifically identified. We present
a novel modification of this method that estimates gene-environment interactions by
comparing the proportion of the outcome explained by genetic factors within different
environments. Dependent on whether peer drinking behavior (friend drinking episode
frequency in ROOM or friend drunkenness episode frequency in Add Health) was above or
below the sample average, respondents were broken into groups of “high exposure” and
“low exposure.” After environmental groups were created, in each group, one individual was
chosen per cluster, either dorm room (ROOM) or family (Add Health). We use the GCTA
software package to estimate and partition variation in complex traits using all 87 SNPs
common to the ROOM and Add Health studies47. The random selection of respondents from
each cluster and model was run 500 times, controlling for respondent characteristics. Results
presented compile the complete set of all models performed. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(KS test) was used to compare the results of two environmental groups within each dataset1.
Results
Table 1 presents the models testing for gene-environment correlation. In the experimental
data source (ROOM), there is no significant correlation between the respondent’s genetic
markers and the peer environment. However, in observational data (Add Health) a
significant correlation exists between an FTO SNP (rs9939609 b=−0.218, p<0.01) and
environmental exposure to a physically active peer, even after controlling for respondent’s
race and physical activity. Each additional copy of the minor allele is associated with a peer
exercising 0.22 fewer days per week. This finding indicates a gene-environment correlation
in the observational data; individuals with this genotype are exposed to a peer environment
with less physical activity. By not uncovering a correlation between FTO genotype and peer
1Additional information about these data and methods are available in an online supplement.
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environment in ROOM, we find evidence that the randomization of natural experiments
prevents correlation between genes and environments.
Linear regression results predicting respondent alcohol consumption with prior friend
drinking behavior find similar results between studies. In the ROOM study, the high school
drinking behavior of the assigned roommate is significantly associated with the first year
drinking of the respondent (b=0.66, p=0.001). The findings are similar to those of the Add
Health study, self-reported drinking behavior from nominated friends is predictive of
respondent drinking (b=0.65, p=0.002). Full model results are available in supplemental
material.
The results of the gene-environment interaction analysis are shown in Table 2. For the
ROOM study, there is a significant difference in the amount of variation in drinking
behavior explained by the available SNPs between the two peer contexts: in the high peer
drinking group 3.9% of the variation in drinking behavior is explained by the available
SNPs, compared to 0.6% in the low peer drinking group. Add Health also finds a significant
difference in the proportion of variation explained. In the high peer drinking group, 2.0% of
the variation in drinking behavior is explained by the available SNPs, compared to 0% in the
low peer drinking group. There appears to be a slight difference in the magnitude of the
gene-environment interaction between the two data sets.
Discussion
This paper makes three contributions to the public health literature: exploring how gene-
environment correlations can result in endogenous models, whether natural experiments are
able to protect against this threat, and the consequences of gene-environment correlations on
effect estimation.
First, our results demonstrate evidence of gene-environment correlations in traditional data.
In the observational data from Add Health, an FTO SNP was significantly associated with
the peer exercise environment. Without addressing this gene-environment correlation,
estimating the effect of peer exercise on individual obesity in this data results in an
endogenous model and potentially biased effect estimates.
Second, we find that natural experiments can prevent gene-environment correlations. Unlike
the results from the Add Health data, there was no evidence of a gene-environment
correlation between FTO genotype and peer exercise environment in the experimental data
from ROOM. This finding highlights the randomization of natural experiments as possible
solutions to gene-environment correlations, as previously suggested 35,36.
Third, our analyses of alcohol consumption find similarities between observational and
natural experiment data in environmental estimates of peer influences, detection of gene-
environment interactions, and magnitude of observed gene-environment interactions. The
agreement of these findings could be due to gene-environment correlations not biasing
coefficient estimation in this case, external validity of ROOM findings to the Add Health
population, or differences between the datasets obscuring otherwise dissimilar findings. The
first two possibilities enable confidence in our findings; agreement between sources suggests
that our findings capture the true relationships with respondent’s alcohol consumption.
These results could also be caused by differences between datasets. Add Health and ROOM
differ in age of their sample, middle and high school rather than college students, and peer
environment, friendship of indeterminate length rather than college roommate of one
semester. While the agreement of our findings is supportive of having captured unbiased
effect estimates, this limitation exists.
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These results indicate an important role for natural experiments in public health research.
Though gene-environment correlations do not appear to have meaningfully biased our
estimates with regard to alcohol consumption, generally assuming their weakness is a
strong, and potentially untenable, assumption. Our first model demonstrates gene-
environment correlations in observational data and without knowing the actual bias we
introduce using such data, we are unable to adjust estimates to produce unbiased results. To
guard against this possibility, natural experiments are important research tools. Utilizing
“serendipitous randomization of individuals”48, we can approximate randomized
experiments, even when otherwise impossible. This approximation provides a benchmark
for researchers to determine the level of bias introduced with gene-environment correlations
in traditional data sources. Natural experiments may also help in the case of epigenetic
controls, as these can create correlations between gene-expression and environment49–51,
but further work is required to explore this possibility.
Natural experiments cannot be the only method employed to examine these genetic and
environmental effects. Findings from natural experiments are difficult to generalize outside
of the original context 36. Using data only from the ROOM study, we are uncertain whether
peer processes are similar for other ages, times, or friends that the individual selects. The
comparison to the representative Add Health study, though having concerns of
comparability, was an essential first step to address this issue.
Consequently, no single method satisfies all needs. Natural experiments can protect us
against gene-environment correlations, but at the cost of external validity. Observational
studies may be generalizable, but could introduce potential bias of gene-environment
correlations. To resolve these concerns, major progress can leverage concerted use of these
methods. A study design with a representative sample and natural experiment using the
same time period and measures would be able to generate unbiased effects generalizable to
the broader context. As we increasingly focus on gene-environment interplay, possible
solutions to gene-environment correlation should utilize the strengths available from both
observational data and natural experiments.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Table 1
Logistic Regression Models for Exposure to Exercising Peer Environment with Respondent FTO Genotype;
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health and College Roommate Study
Peer Physical Activitya
Add Health Respondent Nominated Friend b(SE) ROOM Randomly Assigned Roommate b(SE)
FTO SNPs (Minor Allele Dosage)
 rs9939609 −0.22(0.08)** −0.15(0.34)
 rs10521303 −0.01(0.08) −0.20(0.33)
 rs1876942 0.04(0.08) 0.09(0.33)
 rs2689248 0.06(0.08) −0.09(0.33)
 rs7186637 −0.12(0.09) 0.10(0.39)
Respondent Bio-ancestry (ref=Asian)
 Caucasian 0.01(0.00)*** 1.00(1.28)
 African 0.00(0.00) 1.84(1.14)
Respondent Exercise Frequency a 0.12(0.02)*** 0.01(0.02)
Intercept 3.42(0.22)*** 11.92(1.15)***
N 2353 1656
−2 Log Likelihood 10967.87 11922.10
a
Add Health Physical Activity is measured as days per week with physical activity while ROOM’s measure refers to number of sessions of at least
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2In ROOM, age is measured as year in school, rather than completed years of life as in Add Health.
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